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Distracted Living 

Matthew 6:24-34 

INTRO:


How important is money to you? 


I kind of like money, 


it’s helpful sometimes, right? 


How important is God to you? 


I kind of LOVE God!  

He is helpful ALL the time! 


According to Jesus, 


it’s impossible to serve both God and money. 


But we try, 


don’t we? 


Usually it’s not blatant idolatry. 
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It’s just that our need to acquire and maintain material things is a slow and 

subtle distraction from living for the kingdom of God.
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WE:


If we seek first the kingdom of God, 


everything else will be added. 


If we trust in God’s provision and Providence we begin in the right place.


Let’s listen to Jesus now:
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GOD:


Matthew 6:24 No one can serve two masters. Either 
you will hate the one and love the other, or you will 
be loyal to the one and have contempt for the other. 
You cannot serve God and wealth. 

25 “Therefore, I say to you, don’t worry about your 
life, what you’ll eat or what you’ll drink, or about your 
body, what you’ll wear. Isn’t life more than food and 
the body more than clothes? 

26 Look at the birds in the sky. They don’t sow seed 
or harvest grain or gather crops into barns. Yet your 
heavenly Father feeds them. Aren’t you worth much 
more than they are? 

27 Who among you by worrying can add a single 
moment to your life? 

28 And why do you worry about clothes? Notice how 
the lilies in the field grow. They don’t wear 
themselves out with work, and they don’t spin cloth. 

29 But I say to you that even Solomon in all of his 
splendor wasn’t dressed like one of these. 

30 If God dresses grass in the field so beautifully, 
even though it’s alive today and tomorrow it’s thrown 
into the furnace, won’t God do much more for you, 
you people of weak faith? 

31 Therefore, don’t worry and say, ‘What are we 
going to eat?’ or ‘What are we going to drink?’ or 
‘What are we going to wear?’ 
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32 Gentiles long for all these things. Your heavenly 
Father knows that you need them. 

33 Instead, desire first and foremost God’s kingdom 
and God’s righteousness, and all these things will be 
given to you as well. 

34 Therefore, stop worrying about tomorrow, 
because tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day 
has enough trouble of its own.

--


This section of Matthew's Gospel picks up in the middle of a larger section 

about the intoxicating lure of wealth and possessions. 


This may seem pretty random at first. 


Just one warning against many unrelated warnings. 


But there is the theme weaving through the entire Sermon on the Mount of 

the urgency and distinctiveness of the kingdom of God. 


Jesus’s kingdom is like no other, 


and following Jesus requires unwavering faithfulness to it. 


Wealth is only one of the distractions that can sidetrack a disciple, 


but it's a pretty big one.
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They say the ancients lacked a modern understanding of the human eye as 

a receptor of light. 


Instead they believe that light emanated through the eye from the soul. 


Healthy eyes are found in bodies that are full of light. 


Unhealthy eyes are found in bodies that are full of darkness.


The word translated "healthy" in our text literally means "single,” 


or "simple." 


It is not usually used to describe eyes. 


I read that Matthew takes his cue from the use of "evil eye” in Jewish liter-

ature. 


In Proverbs 23:6 and 28:22. 


There, 


"evil eye" refers to an envious, grudging, 


or stingy spirit, 


while "good eye" suggests the opposite. 


Matthew is saying that a “healthy eye” and a “good eye” are the same 

thing. 
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This holds the whole passage together and gets us ready for what comes 

next. 


And what comes next? 


The strong statement that one cannot serve God and wealth at the same 

time. 


Both are jealous masters whose demands on us are completely different. 


You cannot serve both. 


These warnings about wealth seem to be aimed at those who have a lot of 

it and who want more. 


But after this statement about serving two masters, 


there seems to be a shift to those who have little. 


Rich people don't worry about their next meal or having clothes to wear, 


the poor people do. 


Poor people do not have much, 


but they can still idolize what they do have. 


Not even the poor are immune to the temptation to serve wealth. 
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Not only does Jesus warn us not to idolize and expand our energy chasing 

what we do not have, 


He also encourages us not to worry. 


Why? 


God provides. 


Our God didn't just create the world and leave it to run like a clock. 


Our God is actively involved in creation, nudging it toward God's own 

ends. 


God's providence is not always self-evident, 


but there is evidence of it all around. 


Creatures are numerous and insignificant as sparrows and as common as 

lilies receive God's providential care, 


so how much more should we trust the One who spoke to the uni-

verse and to existence?  

When Jesus tells us to look at the lilies, 


to look at the sparrows, 


He really means it. 
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“Look, no really look!”  

Stress and anxiety do not rule over sparrows and lilies. 


Neither should they rule over those who put their trust in God. 


We don't have time to worry. 


We have the reign of God to pursue! 


This requires singular focus. 


If we have such singular focus, 


everything we need—and only God knows what that is—will be provided. 


There is nothing out there–no debt, 


no credit sure, no calamity—that is stronger than God's providence. 


Trusting in God's providence frees us up to pursue God's reign, 


the reign in which the poor, 


the meek, 


the grieving, 


the hungry, 


the merciful, 
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the peacemakers, 


and the persecuted are all blessed. 


It is probably true that too many of us, 


maybe most of us, 


spend the majority of our time pursuing the kingdom of wealth. 


40 hours a week at work? 


Not enough, 


give us some overtime! 


An hour at church on Sunday? 


Who's got time for that?!  

A little translation of the first line of Genesis is “In the beginning, God be-

gan creating." 


Creation is not something that God does once and for all, 


but rather something God continues to do. 


This is God's Providence. 


Day in and day out, 
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God is actively involved with creation, intervening, 


interfering, 


doing battle with the primordial chaos that threatens to undo creation. 


John Calvin said It was cold and lifeless to represent God as a momentary 

Creator, 


Who completed His work once and for all, 


and then left it. 


We must disagree with some, 


and maintain that the presence of the divine power is easily seen and ex-

perienced every day since the first day of creation. 


After learning of the Creator we should realize that He is also a Governor 

and Preserver who did not create and set in motion the machine of the 

globe and each of its parts, 


but by a special Providence is sustaining, 


cherishing, 


superintending, 


all the things which He has made including the smallest thing, 
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even to a sparrow.


This is all about God’s Providence and our love of money. 


We get distracted by money, 


but money is necessary for life in the world. 


It is a wonderful thing that God still loves us, 


that God still uses what we give Him for Good according to His Provi-

dence.


Author Philip Yancey wrote about this:


In high school, 


I took pride in my ability to play chess. I joined the chess club, 


and during lunch hour could be found sitting at a table with other nerds 

poring over books with titles like Classic King Pawn Openings. 


I studied techniques, 


won most of my matches, 


and put the game aside for 20 years.  

Then, 
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in Chicago, 


I met a truly fine chess player who had been perfecting his skills long since 

high school. 


When we played a few matches, 


I learned what it is like to play against a master. 


Any classic offense I tried, 


he countered with a classic defense. 


If I turned to more risky, unorthodox techniques, he incorporated my bold 

forays into his winning strategies. Although I had complete freedom to 

make any move I wished, I soon reached the conclusion that none of my 

strategies mattered very much. 


His superior skill guaranteed that my purposes inevitably ended up serving 

his own. 


Perhaps God engages our universe, 


his own creation, 


in much the same way. 


He grants us freedom to rebel against its original design, 
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but even as we do so we end up ironically serving his eventual goal of 

restoration. 


If I accept that blueprint--


a huge step of faith, 


I confess--


it transforms how I view both good and bad things that happen. 


Good things, 


such as health, 


talent, 


and money, 


I can present to God as offerings to serve his purposes. 


And bad things, 


too--


disability, 


poverty, 
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family dysfunction, failures--can be redeemed as the very instruments that 

drive me to God.


The Voice translation helps us out this morning in verse 25. 


Here is the bottom line: 

do not worry about your life. 

Don’t worry about what you will eat or what you will 
drink. 

Don’t worry about how to clothe your body. 

Living is about more than merely eating and the 
body is about more than dressing up. 
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THE BOTTOM LINE:


S e e k fi r s t t h e K i n g d o m o f G o d a n d H i s 
righteousness, and all these things will be given to 
you too.
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YOU:


How do you think you can apply this to your life today? 


How can we combat distracted living? 


We live in a world in pain. 


There’s a pandemic and there is violence and hurt and rage and a need for 

change. 


1 - Own your faults. 

Maybe you love money too much. 


Admit it. 


Maybe you don’t understand why people are so angry and are looting. 


Admit that you just don’t know some things. 


I heard someone say that is not enough to not be a racist. 


We need to be anti-racist. 


We need to treat everyone like they are created in God’s image, 


because they are. 


Own your faults. 
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2 - Put God first. 

If God’s kingdom is first in our priorities, 


everything else can fall into place. 


If we open our hearts and minds to the Kingdom of God we will be better 

able to recognize our prejudices and do something about them. 


If God is first, 


our attitude towards money will fall into place too. 


Own your faults and put God first.  
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WE:


Imagine . . . the difference in our lives in our 
discipleship…

Imagine the difference in our world…

Imagine . . .

Let’s pray as we imagine . . . 


